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Lesson 2: Crowdsourcing platforms 

§ Crowdsourcing Platforms for Text Tasks 
§ Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 
§ Crowdflower (CF) 

§ A small sample $5 project: Emotions and Associations 
§ Learn Step by step how AMT and CF work  
§ Discussion of Results and Differences  

§ A more ambitious $40 project: Paraphrases in Context 
§ use of advanced APIs 
§  iteration for the evolution of crowdsourcing tasks 
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Crowdsourcing Platforms 

§ Amazon Mechanical Turk https://www.mturk.com 
§ since 2005 
§  largest and most  

well-known platform 
§ highly flexible 

§ Crowdflower http://crowdflower.com 
§ automated quality control 
§ more formalized, easier to configure 

§ MicroWorkers https://microworkers.com/ 
§ mostly SEO 

Most platforms sell ‘campaign’ packages or 
specialize in a few ‘key’ areas. 
We concentrate on those that allow 
the free definition of micro-tasks.  
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Amazon Mechanical Turk: Characteristics 
https://www.mturk.com 
§ old and popular platform 
§ bare-bone platform with very little in-built mechanisms for quality control 
§  free definition of tasks, can use tasks from your own server 
§ comparatively low premium of 20%, but at least 1 cent / HIT 
§ RESTful API  
§ need a US address for requester role 
§  if you don’t live in the US, get a forwarding address from services like 

http://www.ipsparcel.com  
§ use your credit card with billing address from anywhere 

§ need to handle taxation bureaucracy on the requester side 
§ payouts of more than $600 / year for a single worker require a US tax form 
§ avoid by tracking payouts and revoking qualifications 

Summary: Full control (for the better or the worse), low premium, need 
some trickery for non-US-based requesters, beware the taxation issue. 
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Crowdflower: Characteristics 
http://crowdflower.com 

§ established meta-platform, distributes tasks over many platforms 
§ many mechanisms for quality control, main: gold items 
§  free definition of tasks, can use java script for complex interfaces 
§ comparatively high premium of 33% 
§ RESTful API  
§ works from anywhere with credit card 
§  taxation bureaucracy handling included in service 
§ academic accounts with minimal support, need to make data public 
§ pro accounts (with private data) need a minimum cash flow of several 

thousand USD / month! 

Summary: Good quality control handling, high premium, high amount of 
services, access to many platforms, issues with proprietary data, good for 
business customers esp. outside of the US 
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$5 project: Emotion and Association 

§ Let’s say we want to collect emotions for words 
§ Let’s also say we’re interested in associated terms 
§ example: for the target word LOVE, we expect highly positive emotions 

and associations such as MARRIAGE, ROMANCE, etc. 

Applications: Psychology research, MakeYourTextNicer.com, Sentiment 
Classification, ... 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation I 

§ d 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation I 

§ d 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation I 

§ d 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation II 

§ s 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation III 

§ s 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation IV 

§ s 

use variables to feed  
your own data to the 
template 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation IV 

§ s 

use variables to feed  
your own data to the 
template 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation V 

§ Download a sample csv file and fill it 
§ Upload to define a batch Column name is  

variable name 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation VI 

§ Download a sample csv file and fill it 
§ Upload to define a batch 

Deliberate redundancy –  
always expect  
maximally sloppy workers 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT creation VII 

§ Download a sample csv file and fill it 
§ Upload to define a batch 

Ouch: 50% premium! 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT running!  

§ Download a sample csv file and fill it 
§ Upload to define a batch 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT still running!  

§ Download a sample csv file and fill it 
§ Upload to define a batch 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT results 

§ Check for scammers, reject their HITs (use with care!) and block the most 
blatant culprits from further HITs  

§ Download, and post-process 
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Crowdflower HIT creation I 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT creation II 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT creation III 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT creation IV 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT creation V 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT creation 6 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT running ! 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT running ! 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT running II 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT running III 

§ s 
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Crowdflower HIT results 

§ scammers and untrusted judgments are removed automatically (via test 
questions) 

§ can choose between aggregated or full data; aggregation weighted by 
worker trust 

§  revisit your test questions, convert HTI results to future test questions 
§ download and post-process 
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Results on $5 Emotions and Associations 

§  trusting the crowd works! about 
the same order 

§ Crowdflower about 4 times 
faster than AMT 

§ Crowdflower a little cheaper 
because of 1c – minimum rule 

0 1 2 -1 -2 

LOVE HATE GARBAGE WALL LAPTOP 

TABLE PEACH 

KEY 

HELICOPTER 

GRASS 

LOVE HATE GARBAGE WALL LAPTOP 

TABLE PEACH 

KEY 

HELICOPTER 

GRASS 

AMT 

CF 
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Some associations 

Crowdflower:  
GRASS – green (3),  (2), nature (2), patio, park, cent 
PEACH – fruit (3), color, taste, , , eat, , " ” 
TABLE – wood (3), , , eat, food, coff , chair, 
 
AMT: 
GRASS – clouds, , life, mow, , fields, grow, outside 
PEACH –  (2), yum, sweet, fruit, , juicy, food 
TABLE – food, dinner, eat, dinner, , chair, sit, furniture 
 
§ errors occur in both platforms, but different ones! 
§ use this to improve guidelines!  
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Some comments (all on AMT except last one) 

HELICOPTER (+1) – rescue : I always think of helicopters as rescuing 
people and flying them to hospitals or saving them from places rescue 
people can't get to, like mountains or lakes, so it's a positive word.  
 
LOVE (+2) – Francis : Pope Francis really made an impression on me 
watching his visit on tv, and how he inspired love and how much that love 
seemed to make the world a little better place for awhile. 
 
GARBAGE (-2) – cans : I have to take out the garbage cans every week, 
and they are heavy, and in the winter it;s hard, which is why I put strong 
negative. 
 
LAPTOP (+1) – acer : I have acer 
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Lessons Learned from This Experiment 

§ Specify Guidelines!  
§ non-English  “comer” 
§ capitalization 
§ verbs vs. nouns vs. proper names 
§ add redundancy: “put SINGLE WORD in lowercase” 

§ People mix up the two tasks “neutral” 
§ Small batch: almost no scammers despite lack of quality control 
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Quality Control – a few words 

§ This will be covered in depth later – here only mechanisms for two 
platforms 

§ Crowdflower: 
§  test items, automated worker quality assessment 
§ can select channels, can access language skills 

§ Amazon Mechanical Turk 
§ standard levels: masters, photo categorization masters, .. 
§ qualifications: platform-wide stats such as approval rate, number of approved 

hits 
§ custom qualifications 
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MTurk Qualification creation I 

§ d 
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MTurk Qualification creation 2 

§ d 
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MTurk Qualification creation II 

§ d 
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MTurk Qualification assignment   

§ s 
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MTurk Qualification assignment   

§ s 
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Advanced options for restricting workforce 

§ s 
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Using AMT from your own programs 

§ Crowdflower also has a RESTful API 
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Using AMT from your own programs 

§ Crowdflower also has a RESTful API 
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$40 project: Learning to Paraphrase in Context  

Goal: A semantic writing aid that: 
§  provides  paraphrase detection and prediction capability 
§  Improves readability of documents  
§  Provides varied writing styles by suggesting semantically 

equivalent paraphrases  
§  Removes redundant or overused words or phrases. 
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Data preparation for crowdsourcing 

§ Paraphrase target detection 

Paraphrase targets (a) and Paraphrase candidates (b)  
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Paraphrase target detection 

§ Use our baseline system to detect targets 
§ Unigram tokens 
§ PPDB 
§ WordNet 
§ JoBimText distributional thesaurus 

§ Multiword expression  
§ WordNet  
§ STREUSLE 
§ Wiki50 
§ Multiword expression project  
§ A total of 79349 MWEs 
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Using your own GUI on AMT 

Using an externally hosted page in a HIT 
§  Kathleen's blog  
§  All URLs should be https 
§  Boto is a Python package that provides interfaces to Amazon Web 

Services for embedding external pages in AMT 

 

http://kaflurbaleen.blogspot.de/2012/05/in-which-i-battle-mturk-external-hits.html 
http://kaflurbaleen.blogspot.de/2014/06/in-which-i-battle-mturk-external-hits.html 
https://github.com/boto/boto 
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Boto Python Code Example 
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Paraphrasing Tool embedded in AMT 

§ s 
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But, really, how do you crowdsource paraphrasing? 

§ Directly embedding paraphrase tool: no control over 
§ how many phrases are paraphrased 
§ whether people edit the text freely 
§ quality assurance 

§ Remember lessons learned: 
§ keep it simple 
§ avoid free text whenever possible 
§ make sure to have a handle on test items 
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AMT interface for paraphrasing in context 

§ 5 targets per hit, 5 candidates per target 
§ Extra field for additional input 
§ JQuery to control user inputs: enforce ‘at least one’ 
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Experiment and Analysis 

§ 5% control hits (unrelated paraphrase candidates) 
§ Experiment conducted in smaller chunks  
§ Price was adjusted in every iteration (the higher the price the fastest) 
§ More than 4000 paraphrase instances collected with an observed 

agreement of 80% 
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Experiment and Analysis 

§ Lessons learned 
§  If the AMT template is used, the name attribute is required to get answers 
§ By default, tasks created with AMT template sets qualifications to Masters only 
§ Location of workers matters 
§ Workers should not be rejected if the HIT submitted has an error (example 

attribute name missed – lost $2 ) 
§ The smaller the task, the easier to manage – can automatize. 
§  Approve/reject 
§  Group by Worker ID 
§  Check for control questions 

§  If we wait for the whole task to be completed, we get more spammers 
§ Keywords matter for the task’s visibility 
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Post-Hoc Machine Learning Evaluation:  
directly check the output of your system 

§ Crowdsourcing task for paraphrase scoring (without context) 
§ Use the British Academic Writers Corpus (BAWC) for this task 

§ Compute correlation with PPDB2 results 
§ Repeat experiment (with context) 
§ Compare correlation to see the impact of context 
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S 

§ S 

(slide by Chris Callison-Burch)  
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In a Nutshell: Learned in Lesson 2 

§ Two crowdsourcing platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk and 
Crowdflower 

§ Step-by-step instructions for conducting a simple task 
§ First steps with “Emotions and Associations”  
§ Advanced Options for restricting the workforce 
§ Using custom interfaces in AMT 


